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Abstract
Retrieving images for an arbitrary user query, provided
in textual form, is a challenging problem. A recently proposed method addresses this by constructing a visual classifier with images returned by an internet image search engine, based on the user query, as positive images while using a fixed pool of negative images. However, in practice,
not all the images obtained from internet image search are
always pertinent to the query; some might contain abstract
or artistic representation of the content and some might
have artifacts. Such images degrade the performance of onthe-fly constructed classifier.
We propose a method for improving the performance
of on-the-fly classifiers by using transfer learning via attributes. We first map the textual query to a set of known
attributes and then use those attributes to prune the set of
images downloaded from the internet. This pruning step
can be seen as zero-shot learning of the visual classifier
for the textual user query, which transfers knowledge from
the attribute domain to the query domain. We also use the
attributes along with the on-the-fly classifier to score the
database images and obtain a hybrid ranking. We show interesting qualitative results and demonstrate by experiments
with standard datasets that the proposed method improves
upon the baseline on-the-fly classification system.

Figure 1. Some top ranked images retrieved by Google image
search for query ‘dog’.

man [1] proposed to learn visual classifiers for the user provided textual queries, on-the-fly. In their proposed method,
they first used the user query to search for images on the
internet using an image search engine. Then they used the
top images returned by the search as the visual examples
of the query and trained the corresponding visual classifier
against a fixed set of generic negative images. They then
finally used this classifier to obtain a ranking of the images
in the database.
However, relying solely on internet image search for onthe-fly classification leads to the following problem in practice. As shown in Fig. 1, quite a few of the top ranked
images returned for even simple queries contain (i) objects with artifacts, or (ii) objects in rare and/or unusual
poses/appearances/viewpoints or (iii) artistic/‘professional’
images with misleading (e.g. white) background context.
These images degrade the performance of the on-the-fly
classifier. For example, Fig. 2 shows the retrieval results
for three different animal queries, with the classifier trained
with one such image as the only positive example ( [14]).
We can see that clearly such images are not suitable for the
task. Thus one of the basic task addressed by the present
work is automatic filtering of such images towards the goal
of improving on-the-fly classification.
We propose to do such filtering by performing transfer
learning. We use the domain of attributes e.g. ‘furry’, ‘has
four legs’, ‘spotted’ etc. and transfer knowledge from here
to the domain of on-the-fly query based classification. Like
many previous works [5, 10, 21] we argue that attributes
are useful for visually characterizing a class. A large set

1. Introduction
Image classification is one of the central problems of
computer vision. Many works e.g. [11, 6] have been proposed to address the problem of classification of scenes and
objects. The problem has been traditionally addressed in a
supervised learning scenario where the task is to learn an
image classifier when some positive examples i.e. images
containing the scene or object of interest are given. However, systems developed with such assumptions suffer from
obvious limitations: (i) the number of scene or object categories is very large and (ii) annotating, let alone conceiving
all textual queries that users might be interested in, is impractical. To address these limitations Chatfield and Zisser1

Figure 2. Top retrievals for some of the non-pertinent images returned by Google image search: for each row, the images from Google (on
the left) were used to train exemplar SVMs [14] which were in turn used to retrieve images from the Pascal VOC 2007 dataset with some
top false positives shown on right. Note how rare appearances, abstract/artistic representations and misleading background leads to poor
retrieval wrt the queries.

of classes can be potentially covered by combining smaller
number of attributes. Hence, if we have annotations for a
relatively small set of attributes we can transfer this knowledge to the much larger set of all queries resulting from the
combination of these attributes. We note here that although
a large number of works using attributes have been reported
in the recent past, such use of attributes in the context of
on-the-fly classification has never been explored before.
The two main contributions of this paper are for improving on-the-fly classification with the help of attributes. First,
we use the attributes to do a zero-shot classification on the
set of images returned by the internet image search. We discard the images which score low with such attribute based
classifier as they are likely to be visually less informative,
if not completely wrong or misleading. Second, we use
this zero-shot classifier to also score the database images.
We combine this score with that obtained by the on-the-fly
classifier to obtain a hybrid ranking of the images. We describe our two contributions in more detail in Sec. 3. We
show qualitative and quantitative experimental results (Sec.
4) to demonstrate that the proposed approaches improve the
baseline on-the-fly system. We now discuss some closely
related works in the following section.

2. Related Works
Our work is primarily related to image classification, onthe-fly classification, attributes and transfer learning. We
now discuss closely related works in the following.

Image classification is an important computer vision
problem and there are many works on this topic. Many of
the current classification systems e.g. [1, 6, 11, 18] are based
on the so called bag-of-features representation [2, 19] where
local appearance features (e.g. SIFT [13]) are extracted for
patches on a dense grid over the image and then vector
quantized w.r.t. a codebook. The codebook itself is learned
offline by performing some standard clustering algorithm
e.g. k-means on randomly samples features from the training images. To encode some spatial information Lazebnik
et al. [11] proposed to pool over spatial cells i.e. make a
spatial pyramid gaining substantial performance. We follow these works here and use this image representation.
On-the-fly classification is an extension of supervised
image classification to the case of arbitrary user-specified
queries [1]. It addresses the limitation of standard classification, i.e. necessity of annotated positive images pertinent
to the query, by constructing a positive set of images on-thefly by querying image search engines on the internet. After
such positive images are obtained standard classification algorithms are applied.
Attributes have become quite popular in computer vision. They have been used to describe objects [5], and improve image classification performance [21]. An interesting
use of attributes was shown in zero-shot learning [10, 28]
where classifiers were learnt without any images for the
class via attributes e.g. Yu and Aloimonos [28] learned

Figure 3. Block diagram of the proposed system. Our contributions are highlighted (see Sec. 3).

the generative attribute models which were used as priors.
These attribute priors were shown to improve image classification performance in zero-shot and/or one-shot learning
framework.
A lot of work has also been done to represent the images
in low dimensional attribute space [12] with the coefficients
of the feature vector as the scores of the attribute classifiers. Wang et al. [25] proposed to learn image similarity
from Flickr image groups. Vogel and Schiele [24] represented images by concatenating the local semantic descriptions into one large global descriptor and then used them for
retrieval of natural scenes. Torresani et al. [22] used large
number of weakly trained attribute classifier outputs to represent an image and used it for classification. Kumar et al.
[9] used attribute classifiers (e.g. gender, race, hair color)
for the task of face verification i.e. to tell if two given faces
are of the same person or not.
In addition to image representation using attributes, a lot
of work in cognitive science [7, 15, 16, 20] has focused on
understanding how humans perceive the relations between
attributes and objects.

derived from auxiliary domains, containing large amount
of training data, in the target domain containing very less
training data.
Transfer learning has also been applied to attribute based
image classification. Russakovsky and Fei-Fei [17] proposed to obtain the visual connection between object categories based on transfer learning. They started with learning 20 visual attributes from ImageNet data and used these
attributes to find the connection between the object categories.

Transfer learning is defined as using the knowledge
learned in one task to new task which share some statistical
relationship. Duan et al. [3] learned a target classifiers using
a set of independent auxiliary classifiers learnt in some other
domain. Yang et al. [27] proposed to address two problems
in classifier adaptation. First, adapting the multiple classifiers learnt in auxiliary domain to do classification in target domain and second, learning the selection criteria for
best classifier in auxiliary domain. Duan et al. [4] proposed
to learn both cross domain kernel function and also robust
SVM classifier in video concept detection. Wu and Dietterich [26] worked in SVM framework and used the kernel

3.1. On-the-fly classification

3. Approach
In the following, first we set the background context by
describing the on-the-fly classification [1] method briefly.
We then describe our proposed attribute-based positive image set pruning via zero-shot. Finally, we describe our proposed hybrid ranking system obtained by combining the onthe-fly classifier and an attribute-based zero-shot classifier.
Fig. 3 gives the overall block diagram of the proposed system with blocks corresponding to our novel contributions
highlighted.

On-the-fly classification is a method of image retrieval
based on arbitrary user queries. It uses standard binary supervised classification setup with the positive images obtained from internet image search while keeping the negative images fixed (a set of generic negative images). As the
user provides a query, the system makes the same query to
an image search engine on the internet. Then the system
downloads the top images returned for the query as the positive examples of the query. These are used to learn a SVM
classifier which is in turn used to score the database im-

ages. The number of positive images obtained is small and
the features for the negative set is already cached, hence the
overall features are obtained in reasonable time. A linear
SVM classifier is usually learned using stochastic gradient
descent which is also fast. Finally, the pertinence score, for
the database images, is just a dot product between the learnt
classifier and the previously computed and cached features
of the database images.

3.2. Attribute-based pruning
However, as discussed in the introduction (Sec. 1) the
problem with using internet based image search is the risk
of obtaining uninformative and/or rare and misleading images as positive examples (Fig. 1). To prune out such images we propose to use transfer learning based on an auxiliary domain of attributes. We propose to do this by constructing a zero-shot classifier, inspired by the work of Lampert et al. [10], by mapping the query to a subset of attributes
in the attribute dataset. Such mapping could be obtained by
a textual analysis system. Using the attributes we learn a
zero-shot classifier as follows. We learn a set of attribute
classifiers {ai |i ∈ A}, where A is the set of attributes, offline. Given a test query q, we obtain a set of attributes Aq
corresponding to the query. We then calculate the score matrix for the attribute classifier for all the images X + downloaded from the internet:

In order to bring the scores of the different attribute classifiers into the same scale, we then normalize the attribute
score matrix along its rows. Letting µi and σi denote, respectively, the mean and variance of the entries in the i-th
row of A, the normalized score matrix A0 is given by
Aij − µi
)ij
σi

(1)

Finally the attribute based score is given by the sum over
all the attributes for positive images. This is our zero-shot
attribute based classifier score as it was derived by transferring knowledge from the auxiliary attribute domain, and
without the need for training images for the query. The resulting scores are indicative of the presence of the attributes
related to the query in the corresponding downloaded images. We hence discard the lowest scoring k images, as they
are likely uninformative. Using these pruned images as positive examples, we learn a linear SVM classifier w. We then
compute the pertinence of the images in the database X R ,
w.r.t. on-the-fly classifier, as
so = wT X R .

The attribute based zero-shot query classifier can also
be used to test the pertinence of the images in the retrieval database X R . To this end, we build a score matrix
R
B = (aT
i xj )ij ∀i ∈ Aq , xj ∈ X using the same attributes
Aq used for the positive set pruning process. The score matrix B is also centered and normalized row-wise as in (1) to
produce B 0 . The summation over the columns of B 0 (i.e.
scores from only relevant attributes Aq ) given by
sa = 1T B 0

(3)

is score of the database images w.r.t. the query, based on
zero-shot attribute classifier.
We propose a hybrid ranking score that combines the two
pertinence scores so and sa . To do so, we need to bring
the two scores into the same scale. Letting (µ1 , σ1 ) and
(µ2 , σ2 ) denote, respectively, the mean and variance of so
and sa , we define the hybrid score for image k as
α

sa − µ2
sok − µ1
+ (1 − α) k
σ1
σ2

(4)

The weight α controls the relative importance of the
attribute-based score so and the score sa of on-the-fly classifier with pruned images.

4. Experimental results

+
A = (aT
i xj )ij ∀i ∈ Aq , xj ∈ X .

A0 = (

3.3. Hybrid ranking with attributes and on-the-fly
classifier

(2)

We validate our method on publicly available Pascal
VOC 2007 [6] dataset. We restrict our domain of interest to
the animal classes. For the auxiliary domain of attributes for
transferring knowledge we use the Animals with Attributes
[10] dataset. We use the original on-the-fly system [1] as the
baseline method and show by experiments how our methods
improves the baseline. We first give details of the datasets
and the implementation and then proceed to show our quantitative and qualitative results.

4.1. Datasets used
Pascal VOC 2007 dataset [6] consists of 9163 images
with 20 object categories such as car, bicycle, horse, potted
plant. The dataset is split into training, validation and test
sets. The test set consists of 4,192 images. Ground truth
data is available for the complete test dataset. We use all
the test images but restricting the performance evaluation to
the domain of animals, we report results using five animal
classes as queries i.e. horse, cat, dog, cow and sheep. Note
that the other classes are present as distractors in the test set.
Performance is evaluated by computing the precision at 10
images, that at 50 images and the average precision for each
class, as well as the mean of the three metrics for all the five
classes.

Figure 4. The performances (precision at 10 and 50 and average precision) for all the animal classes, along with mean performances, for
the proposed method vs. the baseline of on-the-fly classification [1]. See Sec. 4.3 for discussion.
Figure 5. Top false positive for ‘dog’
class. We see that the results obtained are dominated by animals with
closely related attributes like ‘furry’,
’long legs’. See Sec. 4.3 for more
discussion.

Table 1. The attributes used for the five animal queries.

Query
horse

dog

sheep
cat
cow

Attributes
furry, big, toughskin, hooves, longleg,
longneck, fast, strong, agility, quadrapedal,
vegetation, grazer, plains, fields
spots, furry, paws, claws, lean, longleg,
fast, strong, quadrapedal, active, inactive,
plains, fields, ground, fierce, solitary, newworld
furry, bulbous, hooves, mountains, ground,
timid
furry, small, quadrapedal, weak, active, inactive, agility, hunter, newworld
patches, spots, toughskin, hooves, horns,
big, quadrapedal, vegetation, grazer,
plains, fields, ground, group

Animals with Attributes dataset [10] consists of 30475
images. There are in total 50 animal classes with at least
95 images of each class. Annotations are also provided for
85 attributes related to the animals. We use this database as
the source of auxiliary knowledge to be transferred to the
query classification domain. Kemp et al. [8] computed a
matrix with values specifying the relative strength of association of attributes with object categories. This matrix was
built based on feedback by human subjects on association
strength between 50 animal classes with 85 attribute categories. We use this matrix in our case to train our attribute
classifiers and for the attributes to be used for each animal
query, Tab. 1 gives the list of attributes used for each of the
five animal queries.

4.2. Implementation details
Internet image search. We use Google Image search via
the publicly available API to obtain image results obtained
for a given textual query. Once the results are obtained we
download the images in the search results with a timeout
threshold. On an average we download about 85 images per
query due the limitation imposed by the API and the timeout
threshold.
Bag-of-features. We represent images similar to [1] with
bag-of-features histograms. We use densely sampled gray
scale SIFT features extracted at 4 scales with step size of 3
pixels. We use VLfeat library [23] for extracting SIFT features. We learn a visual codebook of size 4,000 using randomly sampled SIFT features from the Pascal VOC 2007
train + val dataset. We use nearest neighbor based hard
assignment of SIFT features to codebook vectors. Finally,
we use three level spatial pyramid [11] by dividing the image into 1x1, 3x1 and 2x2 spatial grid.
Attribute based transfer. For the zero-shot classifier
based pruning we discard the bottom k = 8 images and for
the hybrid scoring, the weight parameter is set to α = 0.3,
both parameters were set based on validation experiments.

4.3. Quantitative results
Fig. 4 shows the results of the proposed methods vs. the
baseline of on-the-fly classification scheme of Chatfield and
Zisserman [1]. We can make the following observations.
First, the attribute based pruning of test images improves

the performance over the baseline by a modest amount specially at the higher end of recall (precision at 50 and mAP).
This is consistent for all the classes. Second, doing hybrid
attribute and on-the-fly classification based ranking gives
large performance improvements again at the higher end of
recall. Third, doing both pruning and then hybrid ranking
improves performance at lower end of the recall.
The proposed method improves the baseline in all cases
except the ‘dog’ query, where the number of true positives among the top 10 retrieved images decreases from 4
to 2. We analyzed the results in this case and found that
the top retrieved images for this case were those of animals
with very closely related attributes e.g. ‘furry’ and ‘has four
legs’. Fig. 5 shows some of the top false positives. However, we note that the performance recovers at higher recall
e.g. the precision at 50 and the average precisions improve
for dog class as well.
Processing times. The time (on a single core) taken by different steps are as follows. Downloading 85 images (for a
query) takes 4s using the Google Search API. Feature extraction takes ∼ 3s per image, (ii) SVM learning takes ∼ 6s
and scoring the database images (which is matrix dot product and sum) is negligible. When multiple cores are used
the system is reasonably responsive.

4.4. Qualitative results
Fig. 6 shows some qualitative results for our system.
Each row corresponds to an animal query, on the left the
images retained, for training the on-the-fly system, and on
the left the discarded images are shown. We can see that
the images which are more natural and are pertinent to the
queries are retained by the proposed method. While the image which have either rare object appearance/pose or uninformative/misleading background or are abstract/artistic
rendering of the animals have been discarded.

5. Discussion and conclusion
In the present paper we presented a method to use attributes to improve the classification performance of on-thefly [1] classification for retrieval. We showed that transferring knowledge from the attribute domain to the query
domain is effective in pruning out images containing (i) objects in rare or unnatural poses, (ii) objects on uninformative/misleading background and/or (iii) artistic or abstract
rendering of the objects. We also proposed a hybrid ranking system which, along with the on-the-fly classification,
takes the attribute classifiers into account. We showed by
experiments on standard publicly available datasets that our
methods improves upon the baseline.
The attribute engine, which maps the query to a set of
relevant attributes, was assumed to be given in the present
paper. The design of an automatic attribute engine is a chal-

lenging future work that we would like to pursue. Also,
the attribute dataset was assumed to be given, fixed and annotated. It would also be interesting to explore creation or
extension of such attribute datasets on-the-fly as well.
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